
New Video on Keyfob Remote Control Device Introduced to the YouTube Channel 

of Eminent Home Security Systems provider.  

 

America’s favorite provider of home security systems Elite Security Services has 

recently added yet another new video to their interesting YouTube video channel. The 

video channel consists of several informative, short videos demonstrating the salient 

features of the devices offered by them. The new video describes their extremely popular 

Keyfob Remote Control device.    

 

Acclaimed home security systems company named Elite Security Services has just 

enhanced their YouTube channel by the addition of a new, informative video. The short 

video demonstrates the keychain remote control equipment that the company offers with 

all their security packages. Elite Security Services has now become a household name in 

the United States and Canada by providing top class security service within a common 

man’s budget. The security industry stalwarts have started considering them to be one of 

fastest growing security companies in America and Canada. It may be recalled that the 

company launched their YouTube channel just a few months ago.   

 

Home Security Systems expert and the owner of the company Mr. Paul Shakuri himself 

demonstrates the different devices of their systems in these YouTube videos. He explains 

the functionality of the keyfob remote control system saying, “The entire security system 

can be turned off by pressing the off button in this tiny device. There is also an added 

button to put the system on stay or away mode”. He also added that the device provides a 

single click access to ADT monitoring stations for help during any type of panic 

emergency. This device is one of the most popular components of the packages offered 

by Elite Security Services. It must be mentioned that Elite Security Services has been 

offering this device to their customers without any additional cost since more than two 

months.    

 

The package of home security systems from the company starts from an affordable 

monthly rental of $35.99 only. There are two more highly advanced packages that are 

equipped with the latest innovations in this industry. Elite Security Services has become 

one of the most trusted providers in this sector by virtue of their excellent service and 

workmanship. The recent launch of the YouTube channel has helped the home owners to 

understand the basic facts about these devices. Greg, a house owner from Tennessee 

thanked them saying, “I never had any idea what these devices are and how they 

function. Now I understand how important it is to have these devices installed in my 

house”.     

 

 About the Company: Elite Security Services is a rapidly growing company in the home 

security industry. They offer economical home security solutions in America and Canada. 

A new video channel has been added to the YouTube video channel of the company.   
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